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Notes/Reflections: 



Students will explore states of matter and the water cycle by bringing water to life with 
their bodies. By enacting the changes that water molecules experience, students will 
learn scientific information kinesthetically.  
 
Essential Question:  How can the process of acting increase comprehension in 

other subject areas? 

 

Process: 

Warm-Up 2, 4, 5 
Sound effects  
“Make the sound of water droplets hitting the floor, or ground.  Is it rain, a hose, a  
sprinkler, a spilled glass? You decide.  
Now make the sound of ice hitting something.  Is it an ice storm, or ice in a glass from an 
ice maker or ice tray? You decide.  
Now make the sound of water as a gas. It is hard to do!” 
 
The State of Matter Movement Game: Ask your students to strike a pose  
 Ask students to begin moving around the room as a solid, liquid, or gas when you hit 

the drum. The students should become the state of matter you call out.  
 When you hit the drum again, the students should freeze in that state, striking a 

pose.  
 
Activity 
 Liquid State 

 Have a rectangle shape taped out on the floor. 
 Ask your students to come into the middle of the space and get as close 

together as they can while still being able to move around freely amongst 
one another.  

 Students should stay in the middle of the space.  
 Solid State 

 Tell your students that you will be taking away energy from the group.  
 Ask students what they think should happen when they lose energy. (The 

group will not be able to move as much, eventually ceasing movement.)  
 Ask students to hold hands with each other (be careful that you remember 

to keep a little bit of bubble space). 
 Gaseous State 

 Now tell your students that you will begin pumping energy into the  
rectangle.  

 The students will be able to move again without holding onto each other.  
 Now, add even more energy to the rectangle. Note that so much energy 

may enable some of the students to bounce out of the rectangle, and  
eventually all of the students will be able to go anywhere in the room 
(remember Mrs. G’s boundries).   

 Remind students that if they "bump into" anything (stress that they should 
not really crash) they will bounce off in a new direction. They should be 
very light on their feet.   

 Comment on the fact that the group has expanded to fill all of the available 
space.  Point out that once again its shape is constant, but now it is the 
"container" that defines the shape. Make a small change in the shape of 
the container and comment on the way that changes the shape of the 
group.  

Discussion 
“What else do you know that has these three states? What was each state…moveable 
but contained in the shape, not moveable in the shape, bouncing all over but in the 
shape.?” 

 
 

Materials 
- Tape 
- Music 
- Music player 
 
Vocabulary 
Water Cycle 
The continuous movement of water between 
Earth’s surface and the air, changing from  
liquid to gas to liquid.  
Condensation 
The process by which a gas changes to a liquid 
during this stage water cools in the air and 
forms clouds. 
Evaporation 
The process by which water changes from 
liquid form to a gas  
Precipitation 
Any form of water that falls from clouds and 
reaches Earth's (rain, snow, sleet or hail) 
Collection 
When water falls back to earth as precipitation, 
it may fall back in the oceans, lakes or rivers or 
it may end up on land. When it ends up on 
land, it will either soak into the earth and  
become part of the "ground water" that plants 
and animals use to drink or it may run over the 
soil and collect in the oceans, lakes or rivers 
where the cycle starts again. 
Rain 
Most common form of precipitation liquid water 
Sleet 
Frozen rain 
Snow 
Precipitation in the form of ice crystals 
Water 
The most abundant compound on Earth’s sur-
face, covering about 70% of the planet. In na-
ture, water exists in liquid, solid, gaseous states  
Clouds 
Collections of particles of water or ice suspend-
ed in the air that are visible above the earth’s 
surface 
Water Vapor 
When the sun heats water and turns it into a 
gas 
Aquifer 
Water storage in the ground 
Transpiration 
How people, plants and animals give off water 
(sweating) 
Conservation 
Using resources wisely 
Sun 
Source of energy that drives the water cycle 
Fog 
Droplets of water vapor suspended in the air 
near the ground 
 
Resource 
Moving the Earth: Teaching Earth Science 
through Movement Grades 3-6, Helen Landalf, 
Smith and Kraus, Inc. 1997, Lesson 17, pg 52. 
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The Water Cycle 
 Tell students to find their own space in the room.   
 Ask the students to describe some places where water is on the earth.  
 Ask students to become one of those bodies of water when the music starts. They can be the ocean, a river, a pond, a puddle. 

Remember that water is flat, low, it does not have thickness to it.  When the music starts move as the body of water you choose.  
 After a few minutes, ask the students to begin letting their water evaporate. Try to show the water evaporating, think about where 

it goes, and show how it rises up. Remind students that if they are a droplet now, move lightly as a droplet would. They should use 
their whole body.  

 Now ask the students to imagine that they are rising as the water evaporates. As they get higher the air is cooler and the water 
starts to condense. Ask students to try to move more strongly, contracting their muscles as they get tighter and push, pull, and 
squeeze. Ask students to squeeze themselves into a cloud that keeps changing shape.  

 Now ask students to work together to become bigger and bigger clouds.  
 Next, ask students to imagine that their cloud has become so heavy that the vapor turns into rain. Ask students to become the rain 

with their bodies. Are they big droplets? Or a steady spring rain? Remind students to use all of their bodies, including fingers, toes, 
etc.  

 Now ask students to become a body of water again. Make it a different body of water than before.  
 Repeat the process, altering the size of the cloud or type of precipitation, etc.  
 
Assessment:   
The teacher will monitor for participation and involvement.  Students who seem to hesitate or just “follow” will be noted.  Review of 
various stages of water and of the water cycle will be done by asking students to demonstrate the terms used, i.e. solid state, liquid 
state, evaporation, etc. 
 

Georgia Performance Standards 
SCIENCE 
GRADE 4 
S4E3: Students will differentiate between the states of water 
and how they relate to the water cycle and weather.  
a. Demonstrate how water changes states from solid (ice) to liquid 
(water) to gas (water vapor/steam) and changes from gas to liquid 
to solid.  
c. Investigate how clouds are formed 
d. Explain the water cycle (evaporation, condensation, and  
precipitation).  
e. Investigate different forms of precipitation and sky conditions. 
(rain, snow, sleet, hail, clouds, and fog).  
THEATRE ARTS 
GRADE 4 
TAES4.3: Acting by developing, communicating, and  
sustaining roles within a variety of situations and environments  
TAES4.7: Integrating various art forms, other content areas, 
and life experiences, to create theatre  
c. Examines other core content areas through theatre experiences  

National Standards 
SCIENCE 
NS.K-4.4: As a result of activities in grades K-4, all students 
should develop understanding of: 
 Changes in Earth and Sky 
THEATRE ARTS  
Standard 2: Acting by assuming roles and interacting in  
improvisations 
Standard 5: Researching by finding information to support  
classroom dramatizations 


